White Oak Ranch and Vineyard
Mendocino County, California

$18,900,000 | 255.00 Acres

311 Henry Station Road
Hopland, California

The White Oak Ranch & Vineyard is California’s premiere wine country estate where Mediterranean refinement blends with Western tradition. The White Oak is a large scale production vineyard that affords the discerning buyer the opportunity to step into this quintessential lifestyle at a level that rarely comes to market.

PROPERTY HIGHLIGHTS

- Villa of (10,000 Sq.Ft.) of engineered blocks (Rastra) incorporating an immense amount of concrete and over 80 tons of rebar resulting in massive walls yielding an R54 rating. Custom doors and windows handcrafted in France and Italy.
- Imported ceramic throughout with radiant heat underneath - the tile work alone taking more than two years to complete.
- This Villa has 5 en suite bedrooms, 7 baths, professional kitchen, butler’s pantry &a
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The above information is from sources deemed reliable, however the accuracy is not guaranteed. California Outdoor Properties assumes no liability for error, omissions or investment results.